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SHOW OVERVIEW
ABOUT THE SHOW
Beloved by fans around the world, Alegría is returning to the Big Top once more to share its timeless story of 
resilience and hope. The classic power struggle of old-meets-new has been reinterpreted through today’s lens. 
Carried by an intangible wind of change, an emerging movement strives to shake the established order, instilling 
hope and renewal to bring light and harmony to their world. With its joyful spirit, Alegría is a vital, energizing 
force driven by a thirst for a brighter world.
With its signature songs, acrobatics and memorable characters that have helped define the Cirque du Soleil 
aesthetic, Alegría is the reincarnation of a classic, reinterpreted for the age, and rekindled to inspire fans— 
old and new alike.

THE LEGACY OF THE ORIGINAL SHOW – A BRIEF GLIMPSE
One of Cirque du Soleil’s most iconic productions, Alegría not only helped define the company’s signature style, 
but also paved the way for its worldwide expansion. Under the Big Top or in its arena configuration, Alegría 
was presented in 255 cities and seen by more than 14 million spectators worldwide over the course of its  
19-year run, until its farewell tour in 2013. The show’s theme song, which was nominated for a Grammy Award 
in 1995 and continues to be a fan favorite, is the most listened-to Cirque du Soleil song on streaming platforms.
As the show continues to hold a special place in the hearts of Cirque du Soleil fans, Alegría is being brought 
back to life for audiences to discover or rediscover.

CASTING A NEW LIGHT ON A CLASSIC
Cirque du Soleil has revisited its legendary show through today’s lens—including new costumes and set design, 
a renewed acrobatic vocabulary, and new musical arrangements —to ensure it is as inspiring now as it was at 
the time of its creation in 1994. Fans will recognize in the revival Alegría’s emblematic elements, which were 
the building blocks for the reincarnation.
In sync with the times – As classics often do, the show explores themes that remain relevant despite  
the passage of time—the quest for power, the thirst for change and defying status quo, and the triumph of light 
over darkness.



THE CHARACTERS OF ALEGRÍA
MR. FLEUR
Following the mysterious disappearance of the king, Mr. Fleur  
pictures himself as the legitimate heir to the throne and clumsily 
tries to impose his authority. The old king’s fool, Mr. Fleur is a  
conceited, manipulative and unpredictable character forever 
caught in a tug-of-war between reason and unreason, between an 
overpowering urge to charm and a desire to control.

THE BRONX
The Bronx spring forth from the street. Fiery and full of energy, they 
try vigorously to defy the established order. Together, they will 
shake the pillars of power, lighting the spark that will trigger 
changes in the very heart of the kingdom. The Bronx offer a glimmer 
of hope in a world of gloom.

THE NYMPHS
The Nymphs personify the purity of youth. Graceful and delicate, 
they navigate the space between heaven and earth. They symbolize 
the dual forces at play in Mr. Fleur’s mind—reason and unreason, 
but also empathy and apathy—which fuel his quest for power.

THE ANGELS
With the distinctive golden star their wear on their solar plexus, the 
Angels embody the intangible wind of change, the inner transfor-
mations propelled by the desire for a better world. Imbued with 
humanity, these beings from the afterlife carry on their bodies the 
scars of their earthly life. With their mere presence, the Angels 
generate a celestial energy that lifts the soul



THE CHARACTERS OF ALEGRÍA
THE ARISTOCRATS
Strange heirs to power in this dusty and timeless world, the Aristocrats 
seek to retain their privileges by siding with the Fool; they aim to 
maintain the status quo at all costs and so avoid being swept away 
by the winds of change. Their once splendid attire has become 
threadbare. On their faces, strangely distorted by the passage  
of time, one can see the fear of progress and the selfish desire  
for power.

THE CLOWNS
At first Mr. Fleur’s allies, the Clowns also have fun at his expense. 
Brothers in humor, this pair of zany Aristocrats is at ease in  
this crazy environment and make light of any situation. Wielding 
the power of imagination and friendship, they both witness and 
comment the profound changes at play in their world.

THE SINGERS
Opposite yet complementary forces, the Singers in Black and in 
White are paragons of resilience. The Singer in Black embodies 
commitment, tenacity and the indomitable power of hope. The Singer 
in White is naïve, yet wise in the face of adversity. Together, they 
become an unstoppable, inspirational force in this realm longing 
for light and hope.



ACTS AND ACROBATIC PERFORMANCE
SYNOPSIS
As the king of fools attempts to take the throne, all that glitters is not gold. But when a spark of life shines, shaking 
the foundations of the old order, a resilient new movement emerges from the heart of the kingdom, carried by 
an invigorating wind of change, and driven by a hunger for a brighter world.

ACT ONE

ACRO POLES
The Aristocrats, eternal masters of the established order, try to stay 
close to power in order to maintain their status. They flaunt their talent, 
hoping to convince the new king that change is unwelcome in the 
Kingdom… at least as far as they’re concerned. – Artists deftly manipulate 
the “pillars of power”—the traditional symbols of their supremacy— 
in a high-flying act combining Russian Bars and Banquine. In this 
innovative act, artists balance and bounce on poles normally used for 
pole vaulting, which are held horizontally, enabling flyers to execute 
a stunning aerial ballet above the catchers’ heads.

CROSSED WHEEL 
Shaking the foundations of the old order, a Bronx performs a number 
with a new-fangled apparatus—the first physical manifestation that 
powerful forces of change are brewing at the very heart of the 
kingdom. – Using his own impetus to roll forward and backward, an 
artist becomes a human gyroscope as he performs fluid acrobatics 
inside and around two intersecting wheels.

SYNCHRONIZED TRAPEZE DUO 
The Angels arrive like a gust of fresh air in this crazy kingdom. – 
Perched on side-by-side swinging trapezes, two artists perform intricate 
spins and breathtaking manoeuvres in perfect sync. This swinging  
trapeze duo features new acrobatic ideas, using vertical movements 
and variations in the swinging axis.

FIRE KNIFE DANCE 
An enthralling light surges from the hands of a Bronx and comes 
alive in an energizing rebirth. – An artist demonstrates complete 
mastery of his craft. He doesn’t juggle with fire; he IS fire. He eats, 
breathes, and touches the flames, while his sticks become virtual 
extensions of his body.



ACTS AND ACROBATIC PERFORMANCE
ACT TWO

AERIAL STRAPS
On a blanket of snow, a Bronx and an Angel—a harbinger  
of change—intertwine in this troubling world led by the confused 
Mr. Fleur. – Symbolizing the connection between earth and sky, an 
exceptionally dynamic aerial straps duo flutters in the after-storm  
as the aerialists separate and reunite in an embrace high above the 
stage, their bodies forming striking geometric patterns.

HULA HOOPS
Out of this emerging new world appears a Bronx—a paragon of 
pure beauty—who sets out to mesmerize the kingdom with her talent. 
– Using all her limbs, indeed her entire body, an artist dazzles with 
her ability to spin and twirl a multitude of hoops.

POWERTRACK 
In a burst of energy, the emerging movement takes the kingdom by 
storm, creating a breaking point, both literal and symbolic: the stage 
breaks open with a deep rumble that symbolizes the shaking of the 
foundations of the stuffy aristocratic order. – A group of tumblers brim-
ming with talent and torque demonstrate their prowess as they soar 
into the air while executing dynamic gymnastic and tumbling displays 
in unison and in counterpoint, reaching astounding heights and speeds 
on two elongated trampolines that criss-cross at the centre of the stage.

HAND BALANCING
An Angel evokes the fragile balance between darkness and light. 
– Grace, strength and flexibility are astonished, as a female acrobat 
balances on a series of strategically placed canes. Poised now  
on her feet, then on her hands, she contorts herself on her canes, 
maintaining a delicate equilibrium.

HIGH BARS
The kingdom is rebuilt on new foundations as the two bearers of 
change—the Bronx and the Angels—come together as a brighter 
world emerges at last. – Three high bars set close to 10 meters 
above the stage become the aerial playground for daring flyers (the 
Angels) who soar to and from the arms of mighty catchers (the 
Bronx), suspended by their knees on a cradle swing. These complex 
linkages in the sky require flawless coordination, skill and timing. 
The breathtaking act culminates in an impressive leap into the net.



ALEGRÍA BEHIND THE SCENES
THE ENVIRONMENT – SET DESIGN, PROPS AND LIGHTING
The Alegría set is an evocation of the architecture of power, both past and present. It is inspired by handcrafted 
artistry and goldsmithing on a grand scale within a contemporary environment.

The hierarchy of power – The stage is spread out on three levels.  The highest level is a portal between the 
closed world of the monarchy and the outside world. The middle level symbolizes the royal court, while the lower 
level represents the street where ordinary folk move about and where encounters between the old aristocracy and 
the people.

The passage of time – The first thing one notices upon entering the Big Top is the majestic Crown at the back 
of the stage with its organic curves and lighted branches. Lush vines have sprouted on and invaded the structure, 
as if nature had reclaimed its rights in this world adrift in time.

A plethora of metaphors – The Alegría set is chock-full of symbols and metaphors. The giant Crown curtain 
is the emblem of royal power on which appears an ever-watchful salamander, the symbol of the French Renaissance 
as well as the inspiration behind the set of the original version of Alegría. Twisted and deformed, the old king’s 
sinister Throne has lost a lot of its polish—and even some parts—over time.

The royal Sceptre, which Mr. Fleur clutches firmly in his hands as if someone could snatch it away at any moment, 
represents the handover of power from the old aristocratic order to the people. It is like a “stolen jewel” in this 
unruly monarchy. Apart from its symbolic significance, the Sceptre has multiple uses including as a lighting fixture, 
a music box, a clown prop, and Mr. Fleur’s “third leg.”

From darkness to light – Lighting is all about contrast, and this is especially true of Alegría, which is based 
on the idea of duality and the counterpoint between light and shadow. The lighting goes from more traditional to 
more contemporary, with the use of mobile mirrors located on the elevated part of the stage. A series of suspend-
ed lamps above the stage serve both as chandeliers inside the royal castle and acrobatic apparatus for the artists.

The LED lights placed on the tip of several of the Crown’s 64 branches, combined with other lighting fixtures  
attached to the structure, give the impression that light emanates from the Crown itself in this dark world where 
miracles are about to materialize.



ALEGRÍA BEHIND THE “SEAMS”
All that glitters is not gold – The Alegría costume design evokes 
a once glorious kingdom now in decay. In this dusty, stuffy kingdom 
in dire need of hope and renewal, the costumes of the old Aristocrats 
have progressively become tattered, ragged and frayed. The colours 
and motifs, once bright and radiant, have faded over time. The 
fabric of the artists’ clothes and their bodies have cuts and scratches 
that mark the passage of time. These marks and textures were  
digitally printed on the fabric, and these features also found their 
way into the make-up design.

Emphasizing the human element – For both the costumes and 
the make-up, the approach was to highlight the human dimension of 
the characters by showing the artists’ shapes, facial features and hair—
in a word, their humanity.

A buffoon in a fool’s world – The lead character, Mr. Fleur, is 
inspired by the fool in the royal court. Thus the artist’s body move-
ments are exaggerated, as is his elongated black brimmed hat and 
overly bushy eyebrows.

Hope comes from within – The lace that covers the crinoline of 
the White Singer’s skirt is time-worn and threadbare. This character 
is an artist bursting with talent who comes from the street, like a 
golden-voiced Edith Piaf emerging from the bowels of the city after 
overcoming the vicissitudes of a tough life. She continues to sing of 
hope amidst the darkness and the gloom. The Singer in Black, more 
tenacious than her counterpart, is clad in a modernistic, angular 
dress to match her resolve.

The wonderfully odd effects of aging – The Aristocrats  
symbolize all of those who resist change and cling to their old values. 
The older members of this decrepit aristocracy sport extravagant 
hats and hide behind their jumbled, flamboyant costumes that have 
seen better days. The powder on their faces has caked and flaked 
over time. In this kingdom caught between reason and unreason, 
some of the Aristocrat’s faces are ornamented with old jewels, a 
testament to their status. One of the Aristocrats wears personalized 
monocles in the form of a silicone-based prosthesis while others 
have overly long noses and oversized, removable eyes.

The scars of experience – The Angels are extensions of humans 
in the afterlife. They are humans with a past, a history, a lifetime 
worth of experience. They bear the scars of their life on Earth, and 
their costumes are threadbare, with a patina effect created using 
textile printing techniques. Their costumes acquire luminous, golden 
hues as light slowly brightens up their world.



THE MUSIC OF ALEGRÍA

PRODUCTION CLOSE-UPS

Songs for the times – The musical score 
of Alegría has been passed through the 
prism of today’s aesthetic and features totally 
new arrangements. The score mixes electronic 
and rock sounds with acoustic and orchestral 
elements, including brass, strings and accor-
dion sounds, all in sync with the narrative of 
the show. The sounds associated with the 
Angels and Nymphs have more poetic  
undertones while the music connected to the 
lively Bronx—namely in the Crossed Wheel, 
Fire Knife Dance, and Powertrack numbers—
has a distinct underground feel. The song 
Alegría—the show’s inspirational anthem—
is performed in its entirety in the finale.

The Alegría set in numbers

•  The Crown located at the back of the stage has 120 spikes and 
64 branches.

•  The vines on the Crown total 975 meters in length.

•  The Crown curtain was printed in Germany in a single pass on 
a giant, seamless piece of fabric that is 33.5 meters wide and 
6 meters high.

A closer look at costumes

•  It took more than 20,000 hours of work to put together the  
costumes of the show.

•  Artisans in the costume workshop spent 300 hours making Mr. 
Fleur’s costume alone, which contains 5 meters of electrical wire.

•  More than 1,000 meters of fabric was printed using a technique 
called sublimation, which fixes the images in the fibers of  
the material.

•  The mesh used in the costumes of the Bronx is made of the same 
material used in making hockey nets.

•  There are 96 costumes and 533 different costume elements in 
each performance. The show travels with back-ups of each costume. 

•  The costumes are carefully looked after by a team of 3 permanent 
wardrobe staff members and 3 local employees.

•  Each costume is custom-fitted for each artist and handcrafted  
at the Cirque du Soleil International Head Quarters in Montreal. 
The average lifespan of Alegría costume pieces is 6 months. 

Acrobatic performance facts and figures

•  The structure used in the High Bars act is 
placed 9,75 meters above the stage and can 
accommodate up to 10 artists at the same 
time. This act marks the first time that female 
artists perform on the high bars in a Cirque du 
Soleil show, soaring in the air and filling the 
space above the structure 10 meters above  
the stage.

Character make-up at a glance

•   Designers spent nearly 500 hours developing 
the make-up concepts and more than a thou-
sand hours teaching the artists how to apply it 
to their own faces.

•  There are close to 30 different make-up con-
cepts divided in three families of characters.

•  Approximately 1,800 items are used in  
applying make-up: 1,500 brushes, 2 km of foil 
paper, 12 gallons of coconut oil and 1.4 kg  
of glitter.



THE CREATIVE TEAM OF ALEGRÍA

Yasmine Khalil  
Chief Executive Producer

Daniel Fortin  
Vice President, Creation

Daniel Ross  
Creation Director (2019)

Jean-Guy Legault  
Director (2019)

Dominique Lemieux  
Costume Designer

Anne-Séguin Poirier  
Set and Props Designer

René Dupéré 
Composer 

Gabriel Pinkstone  
Producer

Gilles Ste-Croix  
Creation Director (1994)

Franco Dragone  
Director (1994)



THE CREATIVE TEAM OF ALEGRÍA

Jean-Phi Goncalves  
Musical Director and Arranger 

Émilie Therrien   
Acrobatic Choreographer and  
Acrobatic Performance Designer

Pierre Masse  
Acrobatic Equipment Designer

Nathalie Gagné  
Make-up Designer 

Lucie Janvier  
Production Manager

Mikki Kunttu  
Lighting Designer 

Jacques Boucher,  
Jean-Michel Caron  
Sound Designers

Richard LePage  
Senior Director - Human Performance 
Design and Management



SUPPORT TO THE PERFORMANCE
Unlike musicals or theatre plays, Cirque du Soleil productions keep evolving and changing 
even years after their first performance. The Artistic and Technical teams on tour have the 
dual mandate of ensuring the respect of the original concepts of Alegría, while supporting 
their evolution through time. Under the guidance of the Artistic Director, slight changes are 
constantly being incorporated into the performance to keep it fresh and alive for the cast, 
the crew and the audience who experiences it for the very first time.

Artistic direction | Michael Smith, the Artistic Director of Alegría, has the extensive 
mandate of ensuring the quality of each performance, overseeing the selection and inte-
gration of new cast members, supporting and feeding the artistic and acrobatic evolution 
of the show, and managing the creation of back-up scenarios. Supported by a team of 
Stage Managers, Coaches and Performance Medicine Therapists, the Artistic Director 
oversees the well-being, work load and daily motivation of the 53 cast members of Alegría.

Performance medicine | Two Performance Medicine Therapists travel with Alegría to 
monitor the physical condition of the artists, procure treatment, develop targeted training 
programs, and suggest modifications to acrobatic performances when needed. Artists can 
also sign-up for appointments on site with a locally-sourced Massage Therapist and a Pilates 
Coach.

Show technical department | A team of 25 show technicians are required to operate 
the show and perform the daily maintenance on all technical elements. The team is divided 
in 6 departments: Lighting, Sound, Rigging, Automation, Stage Carpentry and Wardrobe. 

Tour management operations | An array of services is offered to the 125 cast and 
crew members of Alegría under the guidance of Claudine Rivard, Company Manager. The 
Tour Management department takes care of the travel and lodging of all individuals, working 
visas, insurance programs and provides supporting accounting services. Four permanent 
chefs and a kitchen manager also tour with Alegría and serve daily an average of  
250 complimentary meals with the support of 10 local staff members. 

Site technical department | As Alegría travels with its own canvas theatre, a team of 
16 tent specialists, carpenters, welders, plumbers and electricians is responsible of the 
set-up, teardown and maintenance of the installations. 

Front-of-house operations & public relations | As over 2,000 audience members 
attend each performance of Alegría, a team of Front-of-House Team Leaders and a Head 
of Security manage more than 150 local employees for each city run, delivering a high-stan-
dard customer service experience. A Senior Publicist overseeing all PR, Direct Marketing 
& Social Media initiatives also travels with the show. 

Fun Facts
•  A total 125 people from 20 countries are part of the touring cast and crew of Alegría.

•  The 53 artists alone come from 17 different nationalities: Australia, Belarus, Canada, 
Croatia, Denmark, France, Germany, Japan, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, United Kingdom, 
United States, Spain, Switzerland, Poland, Puerto Rico and Russia.

•  There are more than 40 different job titles on site.

•  Unlike the trailers used in traditional circuses, the cast & crew of Alegría lives in apartments 
and hotels provided by Cirque du Soleil in each city visited by the production.



THE CREATION PROCESS
An organic process that promotes creativity – At Cirque 
du Soleil, the creation process is very organic—that is, while it 
operates within clear parameters, it is also influenced by the cre-
ators on the creation team and their respective experience. Each 
new production is first assigned Director, a Producer, a Production 
Manager and a Director of Creation, who is in charge of liaising 
with freelance creators and the various Cirque du Soleil in-house 
teams such as Casting, costume workshops and coaches. This quartet 
will develop a preliminary idea based on a guideline formulated 
by Yasmine Khalil, Chief Executive Producer, and Daniel Fortin, 
Vice-President, Creation. Once the basic concept has been deter-
mined, other creators join the creation team, including a set designer, 
a costume designer, a composer, a choreographer, a lighting  
designer, a sound designer, an acrobatic performance designer, a 
rigging and acrobatic equipment designer, and a few other specialists 
depending on what is required for the development of the show. 
Once the main theme has been defined, an “acrobatic skeleton” 
(i.e. the acts that will comprise the show) is developed.

Room for discussion – The concept of a show then takes form 
based on extensive exchange and discussion among members of 
the creation team. Between each of these sessions, the creators 
retreat to work individually on developing ideas in greater depth, 
produce sketches, compose music, and so on, and then come back 
to the table to combine the fruits of their labor. This leads to new  
conversations and orientations. As all these exchanges are taking place 
and during the development of the set and costume element proto-
types, while the Casting Department finds talent. The Casting team, 
which is involved from the outset of the process, will suggest artists 
to the Director either based on specific requirements or proactively, 
i.e. artists with a special profile discovered in auditions with the 
potential to enhance a show.

The creation period may take from one to three years, depending 
on whether it is a touring or resident show, and according to the 
very nature of the show to be developed.

Montreal: The initial incubator – Cirque du Soleil International 
Headquarters in Montreal is the starting point for all new creations. 
Creation meetings, costume and set design, as well as the first  
rehearsals are held here. Artists from all over the world arrive in 
the city to begin exploratory workshops and rehearsals eight to nine 
months before the premiere. The creation team settles down in  
Montreal for a few months to fine-tune the concept, right up until 
the transfer to the big top or theatre for the last months of rehearsal 
and the adaptation of staging elements in the final venue.

Cirque du Soleil is privileged to be able to attract renowned  
creators with the desire to collaborate on various projects. The 
company offers them stimulating creation platforms in which explo-
ration and innovation are the watchwords—and in turn, these  
creators allow Cirque du Soleil to innovate through their vision and 
diverse influences.



CASTING
Cirque du Soleil is probably the only company in the world that 
recruits artists for an increasing number of shows that have an  
average lifespan of over 15 years. The challenge is huge, since 
there is no model to follow or reference in this field. The Casting 
team has the mission to discover and recommend talent for current 
and upcoming Cirque du Soleil productions. Talent scouts are looking 
for originality, talent and the unusual. The world is their playground, 
which they go over with a fine-tooth comb by holding auditions and 
scouting during competitions, festivals and various events.

Auditions, scouting, conferences and website – The talent 
scouting team is broken down by specialty, with individual talent 
scouts in charge of finding artists in their assigned discipline. Cirque 
du Soleil holds auditions year-round all over the world. These auditions 
take place over one or more days and involve in-depth analysis of 
candidates’ abilities in a number of different respects. Technical skills 
are assessed, along with candidates’ openness and ability to explore 
new ways of doing things and to step outside their comfort zone.

Via scouting and conferences, the Casting team also works to pro-
mote Cirque du Soleil, its roots, its organization, etc. Many people 
are not familiar with the company and its various opportunities for 
stage careers for athletes, acrobats and stage artists. A website 
dedicated to recruiting is also available in seven languages and 
acts as a “virtual talent scout” present on all continents.

Sports disciplines and circus arts – Around 40% of Cirque du 
Soleil artists come from a sports background. For many years now, 
Cirque du Soleil has been offering stage career opportunities for 
athletes whose competitive career is ending. This represents an  
opportunity for them to acquire new skills in the performing arts and 
to transform their career. This approach opens new doors for sports 
such as artistic, acrobatic and rhythmic gymnastics, trampoline, 
tumbling, synchronized swimming and diving.

As regards to circus arts, Casting has been developing and main-
taining links with circus schools and touring companies worldwide  
for many years, and stays up to speed on emerging trends in both 
traditional and contemporary circus arts.

Artistic disciplines – Singers, musicians, dancers, actors and 
clowns play a big role in creating magic in our shows— whether 
through their musical talent, ability to convey emotion though movement, 
or aptitude for engaging the audience directly. All these artists have 
one thing in common—they all hail from the performing arts world. 
While complementary, each of these artistic disciplines has its own 
particularities. This is why the Casting team uses means appropriate 
to each discipline for recruiting candidates. For example, dancers 
are used to large auditions surrounded by other dancers, while 
clowns prefer to be seen in a show, where they benefit from the 
audience’s reaction. We must therefore follow the recruiting trends 
in each of the talent communities and adapt our approach.



From a group of 20 street performers at its beginnings in 1984, Cirque du Soleil is a major Québec-based  
organization providing high-quality artistic entertainment. The company has close to 4,500 employees, including 
1,400 artists from 70 different countries.

Cirque du Soleil has brought wonder and delight to more than 200 million spectators in more than 450 cities in 
over 60 countries on six continents. The revival of Alegría is Cirque du Soleil’s 44th original production since 
1984, and its 19th presented under the Big Top.

THE MISSION    
The mission of Cirque du Soleil is to invoke the imagination, provoke the senses and evoke the emotions  
of people around the world.

Cirque du Soleil is a division of Cirque du Soleil Entertainment Group which creates content for a broad range 
of audacious projects. On top of producing world-renowned shows, the organization has extended its creative 
approach to a large variety of entertainment forms such as multimedia productions, immersive experiences, theme 
parks and special events. Going beyond its various creations, Cirque du Soleil Entertainment Group aims to 
make a positive impact on people, communities and the planet with its most important tools: creativity and art.

In the context of an on-going strategy of leading live entertainment and diversifying its content activities across 
the globe, Cirque du Soleil Entertainment Group is composed of world-renown divisions:

•  Cirque du Soleil

•  Cirque du Soleil Events + Experiences

•  Blue Man Group

•  4U2C

•  VStar Entertainment Group

•  The Works Entertainment

•  Outbox

For more information, visit www.cirquedusoleilentertainmentgroup.com.

CIRQUE DU SOLEIL AT A GLANCE



VILLAGE ON WHEELS

Le Grand Chapiteau | Alegría’s light-coloured Big Top helps counter the effects of the sun, thereby reducing 
energy consumption and minimizing greenhouse gas emissions.

THE VILLAGE | Cirque du Soleil’s mobile village includes the Big Top, one large Concessions Tent, a VIP Tent, 
the Artistic Tent (backstage areas), a Kitchen, Offices, Technical Shops and more. Completely self-sufficient for 
electrical power, the site relies only on local water supply and telecommunication facilities to support its infrastructure.

Fun Facts
•  The Big Top seats more than 2,600 people.
•  The entire site set-up takes 8 days. This includes installation of the Big Top, the Concessions Tent,  

the VIP tent and the rehearsal spaces.  
•  The Big Top stands at 19 meters (62 feet) high and is 51 meters (167 feet) in diameter.
•  The 4 steel masts stand at 25 meters (82 feet) tall each.
•  550 pegs are required to hold the big top firmly to 48,500 square feet of asphalt.
•  The Big Top can withstand winds up to 120 km/h (75 mph).
•  Alegría travels via 70 trailer trucks carrying close to 2,000 tons of equipment



TOURING IN ARENA

CIRQUE DU SOLEIL IS NOW PRESENTING 24 DIFFERENT 
SHOWS AROUND THE WORLD.

TOURING UNDER THE BIG TOP



RESIDENT SHOWS / IN LAS VEGAS

/ IN HANGZHOU



DINNER SHOW / IN MEXICO

THEATER SHOWS

Alegria, Amaluna, Cirque du Soleil AXEL, Cirque du Soleil BAZZAR, Corteo, Cirque du Soleil Crystal, JOYÀ, KÀ, KOOZA, KURIOS – Cabinet of Curiosities, LUZIA, Messi10 by Cirque du Soleil, Mystère, “O”, OVO, PARAMOUR, 
R.U.N – The fi rst live-action thriller by Cirque du Soleil, Cirque du Soleil 绮幻之境 – The Land of Fantasy, TOTEM, TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE… by Cirque du Soleil, Cirque du Soleil VOLTA, Zumanity and Cirque du Soleil are 
trademarks owned by Cirque du Soleil and used under license. The trademark LOVE is owned by The Cirque Apple Creation Partnership and used under license. The trademark The Beatles is owned by Apple Corps Ltd. and used  
under license. Michael Jackson ONE is a trademark owned by Cirque Jackson I.P., LLC. Trademarks used under license. The Michael Jackson name, image, likeness and associated trademarks and logos are owned by Triumph 
International, Inc. and used under license. © 2010 Cirque Jackson I.P., LLC.


